Homeotic genes and the arthropod head: Expression patterns of the labial, proboscipedia, and Deformed genes in crustaceans and insects
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ABSTRACT cDNA fragments of the homologues of the Drosophila head homeotic genes labial (lab), proboscipedia (pb), and Deformed (Dfd) have been isolated from the crustacean Porcellio scaber. Because the accumulation domains of the head homeotic complex (Hox) genes had not been previously reported for crustaceans, we studied the expression patterns of these genes in P. scaber embryos by using in situ hybridization. The P. scaber lab homologue is expressed in the developing second antennal segment and its appendages. This expression domain in crustaceans and in the homologous intercalary segment of insects suggests that the lab gene specified this metamere in the last common ancestor of these two groups. The expression domain of the P. scaber pb gene is in the posterior part of the second antennal segment. This domain, in contrast to that in insects, is colinear with the domains of other head genes in P. scaber, and it differs from the insect pb gene expression domain in the posterior mouthparts, suggesting that the insect and crustacean patterns evolved independently from a broader ancestral domain similar to that found in modern chelicerates. P. scaber Dfd is expressed in the mandibular segment and paragnaths (a pair of ventral mouthpart structures associated with the stomodeum) and differs from insects, where expression is in the mandibular and maxillary segments. Thus, like pb, Dfd shows a divergent Hox gene deployment. We conclude that homologous structures of the mandibulate head display striking differences in their underlying developmental programs related to Hox gene expression.

Homologues of the Drosophila homeotic complex (HOM-C) genes from various arthropods have been the subject of intense research and comparative analysis (1–10). A goal of these studies has been to understand the role of these genes in the morphological evolution of this group. The function of Hox gene products as selective transcription factors is apparently highly conserved in animals (1, 2), and the expression patterns of these genes have been used as stable molecular markers for judging evolutionary relationships, such as homologies, of structures along the anteroposterior axis (5, 7, 8). Nevertheless, for the Hox genes to serve as useful tools for phylogenetic comparisons, a better understanding of their particular evolutionary history is needed. Moreover, observations on their expression patterns should ideally be coupled with tests for evolutionary history to limit their expression domains. Unfortunately, in the Mandibulata, which includes the Insecta, Crustacea, and Myriapoda, no data exist for Hox head gene expression patterns for any group other than Insecta.

We have chosen the crustacean Porcellio scaber, order Isopoda, as a noninsect model organism to study the expression patterns of the head Hox genes. It is important to note that our model organism belongs to the subclass Malacostraca (higher crustaceans) and is as derived as insects are in its body plan and tagmatization, relative to phylogenetically more basal groups. Moreover, the interpretations of the expression patterns reported here are based on the assumptions that: (i) the Insecta is monophyletic, with the order Thysanura a basal group; (ii) the Mandibulata are monophyletic with the Crustacea, a sister group of the Insects; and (iii) the Chelicerata is an outgroup to the Insectan–Crustacean clade (based on refs. 13–17; reviewed in refs. 18 and 19).

The six-segmented mandibulate head is believed to be a primitive character shared by all three extant mandibulate groups (20–22). This feature allows reliable identification of homologous segments and appendages, and it allows predictions regarding expression patterns and possible developmental functions of the Hox genes. Based on the available insect and chelicerate expression pattern data, we proposed two conflicting predictions: (i) because malacostracan crustaceans and insects are related mandibulate groups with morphologically similar head structures, their Hox expression patterns should be similar, if not identical; or (ii) the crustacean patterns could be intermediate between those seen in chelicerates and in insects (6–8). Whereas much is known about the
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expression patterns for the trunk genes of the crustacean A. franciscana (4), no expression patterns of the head genes are known for any crustacean group, although partial sequences have been published (5, 23). Here, we describe the expression patterns of lab, pb, and Dfd in the crustacean P. scaber. Our observations show that neither of the two predictions presented above is borne out. Rather, a combination of these results and our previously published data on the expression pattern of the head Hox gene Sex comb reduced (Scr) (24) demonstrates that the expression patterns of these genes in this crustacean are divergent from those seen in insects. Moreover, the observed crustacean pattern does not appear to represent a chelicerate–insect intermediate. We conclude that the divergent crustacean/insect expression patterns reveal that unexpectedly dissimilar developmental processes likely underlie the specification of homologous and morphologically similar mandibulate mouthparts.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cloning of the cDNA Fragments and Sequence Analysis. Total mRNA was isolated from two broods (about 50 embryos) of P. scaber embryos by using the TRIZol reagent (Life Technologies) and following the manufacturer’s instructions. The cDNA was screened by PCR with degenerate primers designed against conserved amino acid regions of the head Hox protein (see Fig. 2). Multiple independent clones produced only repeat copies of the same sequence for the lab, pb, and Dfd genes. All primer pairs and PCR protocols have been previously described (6, 10, 11). A related PCR screen for homeoboxes that used degenerate ELEKEF- and WFNRR-encoding primers produced single unique copies of the lab, pb, and Dfd homeoboxes matching those cloned with the more specific primers. A total of 39 and 27 homeobox fragments have been cloned from the cDNA pool and from genomic DNA, respectively. For example, the Hom-C fragments cloned from cDNA include 12 Ubx, 9 pb, 3 Scr, 3 Abd-A, and 5 lab homeobox segments with nucleotide sequences identical to the previously cloned orthologous copies of these genes. A short cDNA fragment of the Hox3 class homologue was also cloned and will be described elsewhere. The sequences were compared with our homeobox sequences from miscellaneous arthropods (unpublished data), cloned in the laboratory, and with those available in the National Center for Biotechnology Information database.

Whole-Mount in Situ Hybridization, Microscopy, and Photography. In situ hybridization was performed as previously described by Panganiban et al. (26), but with modifications (10), and with the exception that protease K treatment was 10–15 min instead of 1 hr. The size of the in situ probes ranged from 230 bp (pb) to 260 bp (lab). Probes of similar size have been used successfully to reveal specific expression domains of a number of arthropod genes (4, 6, 8, 10, 11, 24). All procedures for mounting and photographing embryos have been described (10, 27).

RESULTS

Development of the P. scaber Head as Revealed by Antibody to Engrailed (EN) Protein. To assign the P. scaber head appendages to specific segments (Fig. 1A), we used the monoclonal antibody Mab4D9, which recognizes EN, to indicate the posterior of the segmental borders (28, 29). The antibody revealed six segments in the embryonic head of P. scaber: ocular, first antennal, second antennal, mandibular, first maxillary, and second maxillary (Fig. 1B). The most anterior region of the head, the labrum, develops as a pair of small appendage-like structures that fuse medially at about the 65–70% stage of development. In early embryos, the EN stripe of the ocular segment is not complete and is interrupted on the ventral side by the labrum. The labrum itself does not express EN and, in this respect, appears to be continuous with the stomodeum. The first antennal segment bears a pair of small uniramose antennae, which are reduced in the adult. The second antennae are the largest pair of the appendages on the head. The stomodeal opening protrudes at the level of the posterior first antennal (a1) segment and extends to the posterior of the second antennal (a2) segment, which results in a ventral interruption of the EN stripes of the a1 and a2 segments. The broad mandibular EN band is seen in the developing posterior mandibular appendages. EN is expressed similarly in the first and second maxillary segments.

The Orthologues of the lab, pb, and Dfd Genes. Fig. 2 shows an alignment of the predicted partial amino acid sequences for the recovered P. scaber genes lab, pb, and Dfd and their homologues from several insect orders and from A. franciscana. Because of high levels of Porcellio Hox sequence conservation, each cDNA can be unambiguously assigned to its specific HOM-C gene class. Analysis of the alignment in Fig. 2 reveals that the lab homologues from Drosophila melanogaster, Oncopeltus fasciatus, Thermobia domestica, and P. scaber are highly similar immediately downstream of the YKWM motif and in most of the homeobox; however, the N-terminal arm of the homeodomain and the “variable” region just upstream are not conserved among the orthologues. All pb homologues share essentially identical homeobox and N-terminal arm regions (see Fig. 2). Porcellio has the largest variable region of all the sequences shown. Porcellio Dfd is very similar to its homologues in insects and A. franciscana. Its variable region appears to be more similar to that of insects than to that of Artemia.

Hox Gene Expression Patterns. The expression patterns of lab, pb, and Dfd were obtained by using whole mount in situ hybridization to reveal transcript distribution. Expression can be detected from the 30% to the 80% stage but is best seen at the 50–60% stage. All embryos shown in Fig. 3 are at the 50–60% developmental stage. At this stage the embryo begins dorsal closure and its appendages develop unique morphologies. Additionally, the first pair of the thoracic appendages begins to transform into the mouthpart maxillipeds (24).

Expression of P. scaber lab is clear in the developing a2 segment and its appendages (Fig. 3A). The embryo in Fig. 3A shows no expression in the first antennae, mandibles, or any
We note here only that colinearity of expression is indicated based on the expression of posterior half of the mx1 segment that one might have previously recognized in the mandibular appendages (Fig. 3).

Three insect species and the crustaceans A. franciscana and P. scaber (some sequences were not available). All sequences are compared with their Drosophila counterparts. Dashes indicate sequence identity, breaches in the sequences indicate introduced gaps. Species are indicated in the first column: Dm, Drosophila melanogaster; Of, Oncopeltus fasciatus; Ad, Acheta domestica; Td, Thermobia domestica; Ps, P. scaber; Af, A. franciscana. Gene names are indicated in the second column: LAB, labial; PB, proboscipedia; DFD, Deformed.

Fig. 2. Alignments of the deduced head Hox protein sequences. Hexapeptide + variable region and homeodomain sequences are aligned for four insect species and the crustaceans A. franciscana and P. scaber (some sequences were not available). All sequences are compared with their Drosophila counterparts. Dashes indicate sequence identity, breaches in the sequences indicate introduced gaps. Species are indicated in the first column: Dm, Drosophila melanogaster; Of, Oncopeltus fasciatus; Ad, Acheta domestica; Td, Thermobia domestica; Ps, P. scaber; Af, A. franciscana. Gene names are indicated in the second column: LAB, labial; PB, proboscipedia; DFD, Deformed.

other mouthparts. Closer examination reveals that P. scaber lab expression is continuous within the a2 segment and circles the stomodeum (Fig. 3A). Very strong expression just anterior to the stomodeum and in the posterior part of the labrum either suggests that the anterior boundary is ventrally parasegmental or that part of the aforementioned organs originate from the paragnaths, ventral mouthpart structures associated with the stomodeum and in the posterior part of the labrum either suggests that the anterior boundary is ventrally parasegmental or that parts of the aforementioned organs originate from the paragnaths, ventral mouthpart structures associated with the stomodeum.

In embryos of all stages that were examined, the P. scaber Dfd homologue is expressed in the developing paragnaths (Fig. 1; and Fig. 3 E and F; see Discussion). Weak expression in the mandibular segment is mesodermal. There is also P. scaber Dfd expression in the ventral portion of the mandibular segment, which may be parasegmental; it extends from the mid-mandibular segment into the first postantennular metamere (mx1) (Fig. 3E). A much weaker expression domain in the mesoderm can be recognized in the mandibular appendages (Fig. 3E). There is not the detectable accumulation in the mx1 appendages or posterior half of the mx1 segment that one might have predicted based on the expression of Dfd in the homologous maxillary segment of insects (6). These data are summarized in Fig. 4B.

The pattern of P. scaber Scr expression has been described (24). We note here only that colinearity of expression is exhibited by this gene. The anterior border of Scr accumulation is in the posterior of the a1 segment, whereas the posterior border of Dfd resides in the anterior of this same segment. It is possible that there is some overlap of expression in the middle of a1 but a demonstration of this point awaits further experimentation.

**DISCUSSION**

Two comparative analyses of insect and chelicerate Hox expression patterns have been published recently (7, 8). These analyses are intriguing, but they point to the necessity for studies on crustacean and myriapod Hox head genes to gain a better understanding of their evolution in arthropods (7, 8). To partially fill this need, we have determined the embryonic expression patterns for the genes lab, pb, and Dfd in P. scaber, a malacostracan crustacean, and compared our results with data from insects and chelicerates. In general, we found the P. scaber expression patterns to be well-defined and discrete, but not identical to those of insects or chelicerates (Fig. 5).

**Comparison of Insect and Crustacean Hox Expression Domains**

lab expression in the Drosophilid head is in the intercalary segment, a small metamere that is devoid of appendages, located posterior to the antennal segment and anterior to the mandibular segment. The exact role of lab in this segment is unclear, because mutants do not show an obvious homeotic transformation. Nevertheless, the gene is important for the formation of the embryonic and adult head in Drosophila, because mutants do show defects in the development of cephalic structures (for review, see ref. 30). lab expression in the intercalary segment is conserved in all of the insect species examined thus far (for review, see ref. 6).

Comparison of the P. scaber lab expression domain to that of insects reveals both conservation and change. P. scaber expression is restricted to the first postantennular metamere, i.e., the a2 segment, which, based on morphological and molecular (EN expression) data, is thought to be homologous to the intercalary (22, 29–32). Moreover, innervation of this segment is unclear, because mutants do not show defects in the development of cephalic structures (for review, see ref. 30). lab expression in the intercalary segment is conserved in all of the insect species examined thus far (for review, see ref. 6).

Comparison of the P. scaber lab expression domain to that of insects reveals both conservation and change. P. scaber expression is restricted to the first postantennular metamere, i.e., the a2 segment, which, based on morphological and molecular (EN expression) data, is thought to be homologous to the intercalary (22, 29–32). Moreover, innervation of this segment is unclear, because mutants do not show defects in the development of cephalic structures (for review, see ref. 30). lab expression in the intercalary segment is conserved in all of the insect species examined thus far (for review, see ref. 6).

**Comparison of Insect and Crustacean Hox Expression Domains**

Comparison of the P. scaber lab expression domain to that of insects reveals both conservation and change. P. scaber expression is restricted to the first postantennular metamere, i.e., the a2 segment, which, based on morphological and molecular (EN expression) data, is thought to be homologous to the intercalary (22, 29–32). Moreover, innervation of this segment is unclear, because mutants do not show defects in the development of cephalic structures (for review, see ref. 30). lab expression in the intercalary segment is conserved in all of the insect species examined thus far (for review, see ref. 6).

Comparison of the P. scaber lab expression domain to that of insects reveals both conservation and change. P. scaber expression is restricted to the first postantennular metamere, i.e., the a2 segment, which, based on morphological and molecular (EN expression) data, is thought to be homologous to the intercalary (22, 29–32). Moreover, innervation of this segment is unclear, because mutants do not show defects in the development of cephalic structures (for review, see ref. 30). lab expression in the intercalary segment is conserved in all of the insect species examined thus far (for review, see ref. 6).

Comparison of the P. scaber lab expression domain to that of insects reveals both conservation and change. P. scaber expression is restricted to the first postantennular metamere, i.e., the a2 segment, which, based on morphological and molecular (EN expression) data, is thought to be homologous to the intercalary (22, 29–32). Moreover, innervation of this segment is unclear, because mutants do not show defects in the development of cephalic structures (for review, see ref. 30). lab expression in the intercalary segment is conserved in all of the insect species examined thus far (for review, see ref. 6).
whether lab was directly involved in appendage loss in the insects; mutations in this gene do not cause limb growth from the intercalary (30). Nevertheless, it is possible that in crustaceans, lab contributes to the unique morphology of the second as compared with the first pair of antennae. For example, in P. scaber, the first antennae are greatly reduced in size, whereas the second antennae are large and more leg-like.

The pb gene is located upstream of lab in the HOM-C and is expressed in insects in the appendages of the maxillary and labial segments, where it has been shown to specify the posterior mouthparts in Drosophila and Tribolium castaneum (3, 35). Oddly, the main expression domain of pb in Drosophila is not colinear with that of lab and Dfd. In all of the insects surveyed, the anterior boundary of Dfd, the next upstream HOM-C gene relative to pb, is in the mandibular segment (10), and, based on the position of pb in the complex, one might expect its anterior border of expression to be at or anterior to this point. To rationalize this fact, it has been suggested that an ancestral insect pb gene lost its colinear expression pattern and gained a new, appendage-specific role in the maxillae and labium (35). Studies of the expression patterns of pb in several insect orders revealed another, albeit weaker, expression domain in the ventral portion of the intercalary (6). The significance of this domain is not clear, and in some groups, including Drosophila, it was found to be mesodermal. In the apterygote insect T. domestica, there is epidermal pb expression in the intercalary, but it is weak, appears late, and is transient (6, 35). These latter, more anterior patches of expression may be remnants of the posited ancestral, more extensive expression domain.

The pb expression domain of P. scaber was found to be quite dissimilar from the insect pattern. In this crustacean, pb accumulation is restricted to the posterior part of the a2 segment and includes neither the mx1 nor the mx2 segments or appendages (Figs. 3A and 4B). The first and second maxillae of crustaceans are homologous to the maxillae and labium of insects, respectively (30). As pb is required for maxillary and labial appendage development in insects, it clearly cannot be performing a similar function in the P. scaber embryo. At this point, it is difficult to discern a possible developmental function for pb in P. scaber embryos.
aries in the Crustacea (and insects) reveals that the crustacean domain is smaller (Figs.3E). Their allegiance, paragnaths are found in a diversity of crustaceans (31).

Comparison with Chelicerate Hox Gene Expression Domains. A comparison of the crustacean/insect and chelicerate patterns of Hox gene expression is made difficult by the uncertainty of segmental homologies between the two groups.

In D. melanogaster, the expression domain of Dfd includes the mandibular and maxillary segments and appendages. It has been shown genetically to be required for the normal development of both mandibles and maxillae in Drosophila (30). As noted above, Dfd expression has been found to be very similar in all insect groups studied, including the basal insect T. domestica (10, 11), and the mandibles and maxillae of insects are homologous to the mandibles and first maxillae (maxillulae) of crustaceans (31).

Comparison of the Dfd expression domains in P. scaber and insects reveals that the crustacean domain is smaller (Figs. 3E and 4C). P. scaber Dfd is expressed strongly in the paragnaths, and the mandibular segment, but not the mandibular appendages. The paragnaths are associated with the stomodaeum, but their exact embryonic origin is obscure. Some authors have concluded that these structures are sternal protrusions of the mandibular segment associated with the mouth, reduced appendages associated with the mandibles, or even structures homologous to the insect hypopharynx (31, 37, 38). Whatever their allegiance, paragnaths are found in a diversity of crustaceans (37). Thus, P. scaber Dfd is not expressed in the mandibles or maxillae (only mesodermal expression is detected in mandibles), where Dfd function is required in insects, suggesting that Dfd has a different developmental function in the crustacean head. It is not known which, if any, selector gene is expressed in the ectoderm of the crustacean mandibles proper.

In C. salei, Dfd is expressed in all walking legs (7). The mite shows a similar expression domain in the L1–L4 legs, with additional accumulation covering all opistosomal (abdominal) segments except the most terminal ones (8). The anterior boundary of Dfd accumulation appears to be conserved and located in the mandibular (insects) and homologous L1 (chelicerates) segments (Fig. 5A). If one assigns the paragnaths to the mandibular segment, the anterior boundary of Dfd expression then appears to be similar, albeit not identical, in P. scaber vis-a-vis insects and chelicerates. How-
ever, both the chelicerate and insect Dfd domains are clearly broader than those seen in the crustacean.

Hox Genes and the Evolution of Mandibulate Head Structures. As noted above, the extended and broadly overlapping expression domains in chelicerates are reminiscent of those in vertebrates and are probably closer to an ancestral state. In contrast, the expression domains in insects and crustaceans are more resolved and segment-specific (Fig. 4). Based on morphological and recent molecular evidence, the Crustacea belongs to the monophyletic group Mandibulata, which is a close sister group to the Insecta (13–19). Thus, crustaceans represent an ideal case for study of the evolution of the homologous head Hox gene expression patterns and possible functions in the homologous structures of insects.

Comparison of the expression patterns of the crustacean and insect Hox genes demonstrates that there is conservation of segment affinity (e.g., lab) and spatial colinearity (e.g., lab, pb, Dfd, and Scr) of expression (Figs. 4 and 5A; and ref. 24). In addition, the anterior boundaries of the lab and Dfd genes appear to be conserved in insects, crustaceans, and chelicerates. However, there is also divergence of the observed expression domains (e.g., pb and Dfd) (Figs. 4 and 5A). Consequently, substantial variation in the deployment of the Hox genes, and presumably in the developmental processes regulated by them, can be seen in homologous and morphologically similar crustacean and insect head structures. Genes involved in the development of mandibles and posterior mouthparts in insects are expressed in novel, though still colinear domains. For example, in insects, the maxillary and labial mouthparts express pb, whereas in P. scalar, the homologous appendages both express and probably depend on Scr, a different head homeotic gene (refs. 6, 11, 24; also see Fig. 4).

We hypothesize that the mandibulate head evolved prior to the establishment of the defined head Hox gene expression domains, which have been recruited to their current regions and developmental functions independently in crustaceans and insects (Fig. 5B). This model involves an intermediate hypothetical mandibulate ancestor that did not have segment-specific expression domains and probably resembled the pattern of expression seen in modern chelicerates. The specification of individual segments and mouthparts in such an animal would depend on the redundant and/or fractional functions of multiple Hox genes, and would be facilitated by the subsequent evolution of more distinct expression domains (Figs. 4 and 5). That is, the head Hox genes functioned in a manner analogous to the genes of the D. melanogaster Bithorax complex. To test this model and to better understand the evolution of the Hox genes and head structures, further studies across different crustacean and myriapod groups will be required.
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